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met with strong feelings of injustice among the gentry and local popula-
tions, resulting in further hostility towards Catholics in a backdrop of grow-
ing nationalism.
The largest and best known instance of opposition, the Boxer Rebellion, is
revelatory as regards the vicious circle the protectorate initiated: French au-
thorities ask for higher indemnities to compensate the losses of missionaries
and Catholic laity killed during the rebellion; the Chinese government, in
order to forestall the latent threat of a military retaliation, submits to for-
eign pressures, which only entrenches foreign presence in China; the indem-
nities obtained are handed over to the missions, although they are not used
for the benefit of local communities; foreign missionaries continue with
their allegiance to the protectorate, while the local populations have to fund
the foreign missionaries through these indemnities. Hostility could only rise,
whereas the reputation of the Church and its agents shrank.
The book’s second part (Chapters 6 to 10) dwells on the rising calls for
dismantling the protectorate and for the Church’s indigenisation launched
by Chinese Catholics and some rare emblematic missionaries, especially
after 1916, and attempts to expand the French concession in Tianjin. The
author notes the opposition to these reformists from the protectorate’s par-
tisans, prominent among them a majority of foreign missionaries, whose
prejudices as well as ambitions seemed to have made them resistant to the
very idea of ordaining Chinese bishops. He also notes the Vatican’s conver-
sion to the idea of a need for change. Previously dissuaded by France from
retaking control of the Church in China, the Catholic authorities in Rome
ended up seeing the indigenisation strategy as necessary for ending the im-
passe into which the protectorate had plunged the Church. Braving French
opposition as well as its own missionaries’ inertia, the Catholic authorities
encouraged a movement towards indigenisation starting from the 1920s,
which led to the protectorate’s weakening to a large extent. 
In the final chapter, the author shows that it was in fact the mutations in
the French colonial strategy adopted during the Second World War, com-
bined with the Japanese invasion and the arrival of Mao’s regime, that finally
dented the protectorate.
One of the book’s strengths clearly lies in the author’s ability to shed light
on this history with the help of carefully set out facts and rigorous analyses.
Through related events and a small number of archetypical personages who
hold up the narrative (they are described in an introduction akin to a film
synopsis), the logic of social change becomes clear: ideological conflicts,
collective or individual strategies still limited rationally, resistance to change,
the power of minorities, and the weight of contingencies. A question arises
as to whether the author’s talent for introducing grand history in a coherent
narrative thread, a drama depicting a relatively restricted number of iconic
personages, might not at times have risked inducting hero worship into the
account.
The book’s contribution resides in its inclusion of significant elucidations
of empirical events, which when interpreted in light of nationalist or Maoist
ideological postures helped to legitimise the installation of an anti-imperi-
alist religious policy in China, the effects of which are felt even now – and
especially by Catholics.
Moreover, while it deals with a very specific period and place, the book
would be useful in sparking reflection and debates of great currency, fur-
nishing as it does a perfect illustration of the way in which the religious do-
main is ceaselessly used for political ends, without ever being reduced to
only this instrumentalisation. Young thus brings out the plural, ambiguous,
and unpredictable character of religious enterprises, which flaunt apparent
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Ernest P. Young’s book considers “the conjuncture of the catholic im-mersion in imperialism as it developed in the nineteenth century inChina and the struggle within the church against that linkage in the
first decades of the twentieth century” (p. 1). It seeks to explain how, fol-
lowing a growth period in the first half of the nineteenth century, the
Catholic Church faced growing hostility in the subsequent decades, the
most emblematic manifestation of it being the Boxer Rebellion in 1900. Re-
jecting cultural explanations of a clash of civilisations, the author admits,
as other scholars have done, that “the dependency of the Christian missions
on the unequal treaties” (p. 8), leading to an assimilation of the religious
project into an imperialist political one, was an essential part of the problem.
He also offers an institutional dimension to the explanation: the installation,
in the framework of unequal treaties, of a French religious protectorate,
through which France acted as the guardian of China’s Catholics, helped the
latter benefit from a regime of extraterritoriality, irrespective of national-
ity.
In a 259-page exposition (followed by 82 pages of notes, a four-page glos-
sary of Chinese terms, a 30-page bibliography and about ten pages of index),
the book explores the history of the French protectorate, examining how
such an institutional arrangement took shape and lasted for several decades
despite the opposition its conception and application inevitably generated.
The book’s initial chapters (1 to 3) shed light on the contextual and strate-
gic causes explaining the formation of the protectorate, beginning with a
convergence of interests between Chinese authorities trying to divide colo-
nial powers by granting them unequal privileges, French authorities wishing
to use Catholicism for political and economic ends, and Catholic mission-
aries seeing in the protectorate a means of striking deeper roots in China. 
While detailing the conditions under which this institutional arrangement
emerged, the author also describes the immediate perverse effects it had,
such as the assimilation of the Catholic religious project into the imperialist
one and the conceding of immunity – impunity, even – to foreign mission-
aries that many accounts depict as generally ambitious, iniquitous, little
concerned with evangelisation and distrusting – often to an extreme – the
local populations, thus largely obstructing the process of indigenisation of
the Church. 
Young devotes much space (Chapters 2, 4, and 5) to a crucial aspect of
the protectorate, namely the settling of jiao’an, or often violent incidents
pitting Catholics against non-Catholics, leading quasi-systematically to de-
mands for reparation on the part of French missionaries and authorities.
These jiao’an most often concluded with financial compensations and se-
vere condemnation of those opposed to the Church, which needless to say
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unity but are nevertheless the work of actors whose values and aims remain
extremely varied. From this viewpoint, the perspective given of the Catholic
Church in the early twentieth century has an altogether Gramscian touch.
Finally, although the author has sought to deflect this criticism right at the
book’s outset, it is a pity that there is little discussion of “indigenous”
Catholics, who seem to take a secondary place in the book despite the pres-
ence of some salient figures. Of course, the author’s stance in favour of an
institutional approach, the fact that the institution in question mostly dis-
trusted the local populations in the period covered, and the repercussions
this could have eventually in terms of presence and representation in avail-
able sources no doubt suffice to justify this lacuna. This in any case in no
way diminishes the value of this book, which may be recommended to any-
one interested in China’s political and religious history, as well as to special-
ists in contemporary religion, or even to anyone seeking to benefit, through
empirical facts, from a relative reflection on the logic of globalisation.
z Translated by N. Jayaram.
z Pierre Vendassi holds a PhD in sociology and is associate
researcher at the Centre Emile Durkheim, University of Bordeaux
(pierrevendassi@yahoo.fr).
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